
1 Carefully remove your Goal from the carry bag  

& open up the top ring. 

2 The Goal & Target will then ‘pop’ open.

3 Stretch out the Goal to its full width. Connect the 

poles together then insert them into the 

pockets and fold over the fasteners to 

hold them in position. 

4 Attach the Target to the Goal by using the toggles

on the top two corners & the velcro strip along 

the base. Secure your Goal to the ground with the 

pegs provided. Your Goal is now ready for use.

Crossfire Goal
Assembly and Storage of your Pop-Up:

Assembly...

Storage...

Here are a few suggestions to ensure that you get the
maximum enjoyment and life from your Crossfire Goal:

Practice
Before taking your Goal outdoors or to other public places, e.g.
picnic grounds and beaches, we suggest you perfect the folding
technique. It will take 3-5 attempts before you get it right but after
a while you will be able to assemble and fold the Goal away in a
matter of seconds.

Surfaces
To ensure that you get the maximum use and enjoyment from the
Goal – do not set it up on concrete or other jagged and hard
surfaces as they may tear the  material around the frame. It is
advisable to set it up only on soft surfaces like grass or sand.

Frame
The frame is made from high tensile spring steel and occasionally
a twist may occur if folded incorrectly. It can be easily adjusted
back into shape by simply tracing the frame from the top of the
Goal to the spot where the twist occurs. Using both hands twist it
back so that the frame snaps back into the same angle as the rest
of the frame.

WARNING! This Goal has an internal spring frame that will ‘pop’open
with some force. NEVER let small children unfold or fold this Goal.

KEEP AWAY from fire. NEVER allow a naked flame near this product
– although it is made from  fire retardant fabric, it will burn if left
in continuous contact with a naked flame.

DO NOT continue to use this product if any part of the steel frame
becomes either bent or broken.

CLEAN ONLY with a damp cloth – other cleaning substances might
render the flame-retardant coating ineffective.

DO NOT open your Goal in a confined space as it is designed to
open to its full size in seconds. Always make sure that there is
ample space in the area you have chosen to set it up and you must
hold it away from your body when unfolding.
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Handy Hints
Warnings&IMPORTANT: The assembly and storage of your

Pop-Up Crossfire Goal should always 
be carried out by a responsible adult. 

AGE: 3+  
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For replacement parts call 1-800-225-8649
MA residents call 781-341-5178
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1 To remove the Target from the Goal, simply unloop

the toggles & release the velcro strip along the base.

Place the target to one side.

2 Remove the poles from the pockets & store 

them safely. Remove the pegs securing the 

Goal to the ground. Fold the panels together so 

that you have one rectangular frame.

3 Grasp the steel frame with one hand at each 

corner of the longer sides with your palms facing 

upwards & your thumbs on the red markers. Your 

arms should be held fully away from your body.

4 Bring the two corners in your hands together by 

bending the frame from a flat shape into a ‘U’ 

shape, crossing your hands over at the top of the 

‘U’ shape formed. The Goal will now have formed 

loops that can be collapsed and gently gathered 

together. Repeat steps 3 - 5 to fold down the target.

5 Please ensure that you hold the loops tightly 

together before inserting the product into its bag 

to ensure that it does not ‘pop’ open.... it’s as 

simple as that!
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